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Abstract⎯This paper proposes a circuit model for injection lasers with functionally integrated optical-radia-
tion modulators. This model takes into account the design and structural features of the functionally-inte-
grated injection laser modulators (FIILMs), as well as the effect exerted by the spatial distributions of elec-
trons, holes, and photons in the FIILMs’ active region on the behavior of the physical processes there.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of interconnections in electronic
equipment is one of the key problems for modern elec-
tronics. Traditional metal interconnections, in certain
cases, fail to meet the stricter requirements for trans-
mission quality, speed, and noise immunity. This
problem takes place at all structural levels of electronic
equipment, including interconnections in integrated
circuits. One of the promising methods for solving this
problem in microelectronics is the use of integrated
optical switching systems and the corresponding opto-
electronic components, the most important of which
are integrated injection lasers and optical-radiation
modulators.

In [1–5], high-speed laser modulators were
described that functionally integrate an injection laser
with an optical-radiation modulator to form a consis-
tent nano-heterostructure, which implements ampli-
tude [1] or frequency [2, 3] modulation, depending
on the structure of the active region. The research
and development of these functionally-integrated
injection laser modulators (FIILMs) calls for new
physical and topological models (e.g., in the form of
systems of partial differential equations), as well as
more compact circuit models (which would allow us
to significantly reduce the time and computational
costs of simulation). These compact circuit models
can be constructed using commercial software (for
example, SPICE).

The purpose of this work is to develop a circuit
model for amplitude-modulated optical radiation
FIILMs.

2. OPERATING PRINCIPLE
OF THE FUNCTIONALLY INTEGRATED 

INJECTION LASER MODULATOR
A FIILM is a semiconductor nano-heterostructure

that functionally integrates the highly-alloyed р+ and
n+ regions with ohmic (supply) contacts and the mod-
ulator regions with additional (control) contacts and
control junctions (Schottky junction and р-n junction)
to form a quantum well system of a certain configura-
tion [1, 4, 5]. The band diagrams in Fig. 1 schemati-
cally show that the heterostructure of a FIILM’s active
region contains two spatially displaced but equally
widened potential wells: the first one in the conduc-
tion band and the second one in the valance band.

In a FIILM supply circuit, a certain pumping value
is set to ensure (upon completion of the transport pro-
cess) the inverse population of the potential wells and
the time-constant total number of electrons and holes
in them. The amplitude of the optical radiation is
modulated by changing the direction of the transverse
control field (see Fig. 1). One direction of the control
field leads to the relocation and spatial superposition
of the peak densities of the electrons and holes in the
potential wells of the conduction and valance bands
(which increases the optical radiation intensity), while
the opposite direction leads to the reverse relocation
and, therefore, spatial separation of the peak densities
(which decreases the optical radiation intensity).

If the level of the electrons and holes injected into
the FIILM active region is constant, then (when
changing the direction of the transverse control field)
the total number of charge carriers in the quantum
wells remains almost the same. In this case, the maxi-
mum modulation frequency of a laser beam depends
on the controlled relocation of the peak densities of
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the electrons and holes in the spatially displaced
potential wells rather than on the relatively inertial
processes of carrier accumulation and escape [1, 4].

Taking this into account, the effectiveness of the
FIILM design methods [6] can be improved by devel-
oping new physical and topological models (in the
form of systems of partial differential equations [7, 8]),
as well as more compact circuit models (which can be
constructed using commercial software, e.g., SPICE).

3. FIILM CIRCUIT MODEL

The circuit model that describes the behavior of the
physical processes taking place in a FIILM is devel-
oped based on the considerations and assumptions
presented below. However, first, let us introduce some
designations. We denote the width of the potential
wells’ spatial intersection region by W and the width of
the potential wells’ spatial displacement region by WCV
(Fig. 1). According to the electroneutrality principle,
the electron and hole concentrations averaged over the
volume of the W-wide potential wells’ spatial intersec-
tion region are equal. These averaged concentrations
are denoted by n.

Taking into account the specific characteristics of
the heterostructure shown in Fig. 1 (see [5]), the elec-
tron concentration averaged over the volume of the
WCV-wide potential wells’ spatial displacement region
in the conduction band will exceed by several orders

the similarly averaged hole concentration, while the
hole concentration averaged over the volume of the
corresponding region in the valance band will exceed
by several orders the similarly averaged electron con-
centration. Moreover, taking into account both the
equal widths of the potential wells and the electroneu-
trality principle, the electron concentration averaged
over the potential wells’ spatial displacement region in
the conduction band can be regarded as equal to the
similarly averaged hole concentration in the valance
band. These averaged carrier concentrations are
denoted by nCV.

Taking into account the FIILM’s operating princi-
ples considered above, the rates of time t variations in
the carrier concentrations averaged over the wells’ spa-

tial intersection and spatial displacement regions 

and  can be represented as the sums of two com-

ponents. The components of the first sum,  and

, are due to the injection of electrons and holes

from the highly alloyed supply contact regions under
the action of both the pumping current and the longi-
tudinal component of the electric field. In turn, the

components of the second sum,  and , are
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Fig. 1. Band diagrams and concentrations of electrons (n(x), shown by solid lines) and holes (p(x), shown by dashed lines) in
FIILM for opposite directions of control field [6].
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due to the relocation of the electrons and holes under
the action of the transverse component of the control
contact field. Thus, we have

(1)

(2)

The component  depends not only on the

pumping current j(t) but also on the processes of radi-
ative recombination (spontaneous and stimulated):

(3)

(4)

where nph is the photon density in the FIILM’s active
region, L is the length of the FIILM’s active region
(the distance between the boundaries of the highly
alloyed n+ and p+ regions of the supply contacts), e is
the elementary charge, vg is the photon velocity in the
active region, c is the speed of light in vacuum, nA is the
index of light refraction in the active region, τS is the

spontaneous radiative recombination time, and g(n, nph)
is the optical gain coefficient.

The component  is determined similarly;

however, it takes into account only the spontaneous
radiative recombination (since the conditions for laser
generation do not hold in the potential wells’ spatial dis-
placement regions of the FIILM’s heterostructure):

(5)

Since the spatial relocation of the charge carriers
under the action of the transverse component of the
control contact field can take place only inside the
potential wells, the corresponding components of the
rates characterizing the time variations in the averaged
carrier concentrations are related as follows:

(6)

The components  and  depend on the

drift and diffusion of the charge carriers:

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

where UG is the control voltage (the one between the con-
trol contacts), E is the strength of the transverse compo-
nent for the electric field in the FIILM’s active region, E0
is the strength of the transverse component for the built-
in field, WBH is the width of the barrier n-region for the
Schottky control junction, WBL is the width of the
n-region for the control p-n junction, WG is the distance
between the metallurgical boundaries of the control junc-

tions (Schottky junction and p-n junction), μn and μp are
the mobilities of the electrons and holes (respectively) in
the potential wells, and ϕT is the temperature potential.

By substituting (3)–(5) and (7)–(10) into (1) and
(2), as well as taking into account the kinetics equation
for photon density [9], we obtain the FIILM model in
the form of the differential equation system:

(11)
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(12)

(13)

where τf is the photon lifetime in the FIILM resonator
and β is the portion of spontaneous optical radiation
falling within the laser mode. The optical gain coeffi-
cient g(n, nph) is determined by the expressions pre-
sented in [10].

Upon integrating Eqs. (11) and (13) over the vol-
ume of the potential wells’ spatial intersection region
and integrating Eq. (12) over the volume of the poten-
tial wells’ spatial displacement regions, we obtain the
equations representable in the form of the equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. 2.

In this equivalent circuit, the current sources G and
GCV determine the amounts of the pumping currents
I(t) to f low through the W-wide spatial intersection
region and the WCV-wide spatial displacement region,
respectively:

(14)

(15)

The capacitances C and CCV govern the charge
accumulation processes in the regions of spatial inter-
section and spatial displacement, respectively; these
capacitances are given by the expressions

(16)

(17)
where C0 is the specific capacity of the injector junc-
tion and LR is the distance between the cavity mirrors.

The resistances R and RCV determine the sponta-
neous radiative recombination rates in the regions of
spatial intersection and spatial displacement, respec-
tively; these resistances are given by the expressions

(18)

(19)

The voltage-controlled current source GST deter-
mines the stimulated radiative recombination rate
and, thereby, the stimulated photon generation rate in
the spatial intersection region; this source is given by
the expression

(20)

where U is the electric potential difference on the
equivalent capacitance C (which characterizes the
charge accumulated in the spatial intersection region),
Uopt is the electric potential difference on the equiva-
lent capacitance Copt (which governs the photon accu-
mulation in the FIILM’s active region), and Ropt is the
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Fig. 2. FIILM equivalent circuit.
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resistance that governs the photon leakage from the
resonator.

The elements Copt and Ropt depend on the photon
lifetime in the FIILM resonator:

(21)

The optical gain g(U, Uopt) in Eq. (20) is found by
the formula

(22)

where n0 is the mobile carrier’s concentration in the
FIILM’s active region for which the laser generation
conditions hold; g0 is the m–1-dimensional propor-
tionality coefficient; A1, A2, and A3 are the coefficients
of the trap, radiative, and Auger recombinations,
respectively; Г is the optical confinement factor; and
εE is the coefficient representing the sum of the effects
that reduce the optical gain.

The voltage-controlled current source Gn deter-
mines the rate of spontaneous photon generation in

the potential wells’ spatial intersection region and is
given by the expression

(23)

The voltage-controlled current source GR reflects
the drift component of the carriers’ transverse reloca-
tion in the FIILM’s active region and is given by the
expression

(24)

The resistance RR reflects the diffusion component of the carriers’ transverse relocation in the FIILM’s
active region and is given by the expression

(25)

The elements VG and RG determine the leakage cur-
rents in the control circuit: the EMF source VG
depends on the control’s potential difference, while
the resistance RG depends on the leakage resistance of
the control circuit.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results, which were obtained using
the developed FIILM circuit model, are presented in
Figs. 3 and 4. The simulation was carried out with the
following parameters: L = 200 nm, W = 5 nm, WCV =
20 nm, WBH = 50 nm, WBL = 30 nm, β = 10–4, τf = 5 ps,
and τS = 4 ns. The strength of the built-in field’s trans-
verse component E0 stimulated the relocation of the
electrons and holes into the potential wells’ spatial
intersection region and enabled laser generation for
the pumping current exceeding a certain threshold and
for a zero voltage across the control electrodes. The
optical radiation was modulated in two ways: by
impulsively varying the pumping current for a zero
control voltage (UG = 0) and by feeding the blanking

pulse of the control voltage for the constant pumping
current exceeding the threshold.

The FIILM’s active region needs to be long enough
(the distance between the boundaries of the highly
alloyed n+ and p+ regions of the supply contacts was
L = 200 nm) to ensure the effectiveness of the optical
radiation modulation by the transverse electric field of
the control contacts. The strength of the built-in
field’s transverse component E0 and the active region’s
length L were selected based on the results of the
FIILM’s numerical simulation using the physical and
topological model considered in [9].

Figure 3 demonstrates the transport processes in
the FIILM for the case of optical radiation modula-
tion by the pumping current pulse (shown in Fig. 3a).

Figure 4 demonstrates the transport processes in
the FIILM for the case of optical radiation modula-
tion by the control voltage pulse (shown in Fig. 4a).

The modulation by the pumping current pulse (see
Fig. 3b) simultaneously increased or decreased the
carrier concentrations in the spatial intersection and
spatial displacement regions of the heterostructure. In
this case, the duration of the transport processes
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Fig. 3. (a) Transport processes in case of modulation by pumping current pulse, (b) carrier concentrations in spatial intersection
n and spatial displacement nCV regions, (c) optical radiation power, and (d) optical gain.
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Fig. 4. (a) Transport processes in case of modulation by control voltage pulse, (b) carrier concentrations in spatial intersection n
and spatial displacement nCV regions, (c) optical radiation power, and (d) optical gain.
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depended on the accumulation and escape rates of the
electrons and holes in the FIILM’s active region and
amounted to tens of nanoseconds. The time depen-
dence of the optical radiation power (Fig. 3c) shows
that, in the case of modulation by the pumping pulse,
the durations of the optical pulse edges exceeded 3.5 ns.

Figure 4b shows that, in the case of modulation by the
control voltage UG(t) pulse, the carrier concentration n in
the potential wells’ spatial intersection region decreased
with the simultaneous increase of the carrier densities nCV
in the spatial displacement regions (and vice versa,
n increased with decreasing nCV); this indicates the spatial
relocation of the peak carrier concentrations between
these regions of the heterostructure. In the process of
relocation, the total number of electrons and holes in the
FIILM’s active region changed slightly.

Thus, in the case of optical radiation modulation
by the control voltage pulses for a constant pumping
current, the duration of the transport processes
depends mainly on the time required for the relocation
of the peak carrier concentrations between the spatial
intersection and spatial displacement regions rather
than on the accumulation and escape rates of the elec-
trons and holes in the FIILM’s active region. The time
dependence of the optical radiation power (Fig. 4c)
shows that, in the case of modulation by the control
voltage, the durations of the leading and trailing opti-
cal pulse edges were 250 ps and 70 ps (respectively),
which is by factors ranging from 14 to 50 lower than in
the case of modulation by the pumping current.

5. CONCLUSIONS
As a result of this investigation, a FIILM circuit

model has been developed; a FIILM is a semiconduc-
tor nano-heterostructure that functionally integrates
the highly alloyed р+ and n+ regions with ohmic (sup-
ply) contacts and the modulator regions with addi-
tional (control) contacts and control junctions
(Schottky junction and р-n junction) to form a quan-
tum well system of a certain configuration [1, 4, 5].

The transport processes in the FIILM were simu-
lated, in the first case, by impulsively varying the
pumping current for zero control voltage and, in the
second case, by feeding the control voltage pulse for a
constant pumping current.

The analysis of the simulation results has showed
that, in the case of optical radiation modulation by the
control voltage (for the constant pumping current),
the durations of the optical pulse edges were by factor
of 14 to 50 shorter than in the case of modulation by
the pumping current.

This is explained by the fact that, for a constant
pumping current (and, therefore, for a constant level of
the electrons and holes injected into the FIILM’s active
region), the total number of charge carriers in the poten-
tial wells remains almost the same (when changing the
direction of the transverse control field). Therefore, the

durations of the optical pulse edges depend on the con-
trolled relocation of the peak carrier concentrations in
the spatially displaced potential wells of the FIILM’s
active region rather than on the relatively inertial pro-
cesses of carrier accumulation and escape.
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